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Abstract

Voice disorders affect an estimated 14 million working-aged Americans, and many more
worldwide. We present the first large scale study of vocal misuse based on long-term
ambulatory data collected by an accelerometer placed on the neck. We investigate an
unsupervised data mining approach to uncovering latent information about voice misuse.

We segment signals from over 253 days of data from 22 subjects into over a hundred
million single glottal pulses (closures of the vocal folds), cluster segments into symbols,
and use symbolic mismatch to uncover differences between patients and matched controls,
and between patients pre- and post-treatment. Our results show significant behavioral
differences between patients and controls, as well as between some pre- and post-treatment
patients. Our proposed approach provides an objective basis for helping diagnose behavioral
voice disorders, and is a first step towards a more data-driven understanding of the impact
of voice therapy.

c©2016.



1. Introduction

An estimated 7% of the working-age population in the U.S. is affected by a voice disor-
der (Roy et al., 2005; OECD). Most cases of voice disorders result from vocal misuse (exert-
ing excessive muscle force or physical effort while vocalizing). This is typically referred to
as vocal hyperfunction. In some patients vocal hyperfunction causes a deterioration in voice
quality and vocal fatigue but without any underlying tissue pathology; this is commonly
referred to as muscle tension dysphonia (MTD). Unlike those with vocal fold pathology
(e.g. nodules or polyps), MTD patients are notoriously difficult to characterize because
there is no consensus on an objective biomarker. Previous studies have also demonstrated
that commonly held “indicators” of MTD appear frequently in individuals that have no
known voice disorder (Stager et al., 2003; Behrman et al., 2003).

Because MTD is behaviorally induced, treatment typically involves an attempt to modify
vocal behavior through speech/voice therapy (Hsiung and Hsiao, 2003). However, MTD can
be manifested in a wide range of maladaptive vocal behaviors (e.g., various degrees of strain
or breathiness) whose nature and severity can display significant situational variation (e.g.,
variation associated with changes in levels of stress (Demmink-Geertman and Dejonckere,
2008)). Clinicians currently rely on patient self-reporting and self-monitoring to assess the
prevalence and persistence of these behaviors during diagnosis and management. But these
reports are highly subjective and are known to be unreliable.

The work reported here is part of an ongoing project to gain insight into the complex
relationships underlying vocal hyperfunction by analyzing data collected from an accelerom-
eter (ACC) placed on the neck (Mehta et al., 2012). We use an accelerometer rather than an
acoustic microphone to protect the privacy of subjects. Recent studies have demonstrated
some success applying supervised learning to ACC data to distinguish between patients
with and without existing vocal fold pathology (Ghassemi et al., 2014). The work reported
on here is more challenging in three respects:

• Patients with MTD have a behavioral disorder whereby they misuse their vocal folds,
but do not have an anatomical abnormality. Therefore their voices are sometimes
abnormal and sometimes not.
• While it is possible to obtain subjective expert-generated labels for acoustic recordings,

it is impossible to obtain labels at the level of individual utterances for hundreds of
millions of utterances. Additionally, even if someone were willing to devote the time
to labeling a substantial number of utterances, the mapping between the ACC signal
and voice misuse is not currently known. Consequently, there is no opportunity to
use supervised learning to classify utterances.
• Rather than attempting to classify individual subjects, we attempt to uncover the

key differences between many kinds of intermittently occurring hyperfunctional and
normal voice use–without prior knowledge of what characterizes such behaviors.

We attack the problem of quantifying vocal hyperfunction by clustering glottal pulses
using symbolic mismatch (Syed and Guttag, 2011) - a technique previously used to study
ECG signals. We segmented over 110 million glottal pulses from the ACC signals for
subjects, and then clustered them into symbols. We then used symbolic mismatch to
compare the frequencies and shapes of those symbols between subjects, leading to a distance



measure between each pair of subjects. Finally, based on this distance measure, we clustered
subject-days.

To evaluate our approach, we used 253 subject-days of data obtained from 11 patients
and 11 matched controls (Control). Data from patients was gathered both before they
underwent voice therapy (PreTx) and after voice therapy (PostTx). Though we know that
each individual exhibits different vocal behaviors within a day, we hypothesized that subject-
class-specific differences in the distribution of the behaviors would be reflected in the dis-
tribution of subject days in each cluster. To check this we calculated a total concentration
measure based on the density of each class of subject in each cluster.

We demonstrate that our approach separates subject-days from PreTx/Control subjects
into clusters with a total concentration measure of 0.70. This result was statistically sig-
nificant when compared to clusterings from randomly drawn distances (p < 0.001). We
also demonstrate that subject-days from PostTx and Control subjects are closer to one an-
other than subject-days from PreTx and Control subjects. Moreover, the difference between
PostTx and Control subject-days was not statistically significant. These last two results
suggest that, on average, therapy moves the behavior of patients towards “normal.”

We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We are the first paper to use continuous data from accelerometers placed on the
necks of patients and matched controls in an ambulatory setting to uncover latent
information about voice misuse.
• We present and apply a fully unsupervised learning method to over a hundred million

single glottal pulses from 253 days of data, and quantitatively evaluated the results.
• We were able to uncover significant behavioral differences between patients and con-

trols, as well as between some pre- and post-treatment patients.
• We believe that our approach can be used as an objective basis for helping diagnose

behaviorally-based voice disorders, as a first step towards a more empirical under-
standing of the impact of voice therapy, and eventually to help design biofeedback
tools that could assist patients in avoiding damaging vocal behaviors.

2. Background

Many common voice disorders are believed to be caused by abusive vocal behaviors, generi-
cally called vocal hyperfunction. This voice misuse is assessed using patients’ self-reporting,
which is notoriously inaccurate (Buekers et al., 1995; Rantala and Vilkman, 1999; Ohlsson
et al., 1989). Voice disorders caused by hyperfunction can have a devastating impact on an
individual’s ability to speak and sing. It has been previously observed that some patients
with vocal hyperfunction develop vocal pathology such as nodules, but others develop vocal
fatigue without tissue changes. This has resulted in two categories of vocal hyperfunction:
adducted (associated with the development of nodules and polyps) or non-adducted (no de-
velopment of tissue pathology). In this work, our goal was to determine if specific patterns
of glottal pulses were associated with non-adducted hyperfunction.

Devices that use a neck-placed miniature accelerometer (ACC) as a phonation sensor
have shown potential for accurate, unobtrusive, and privacy-preserving long-term monitor-
ing of vocal function (Mehta et al., 2012) (Figure 1). The individual periods (pulses) in the
ACC signal have a general shape that reflects the vibratory pattern of the vocal folds dur-



ing phonation, and vary with changes in vocal function/quality. Recently, researchers have
examined vocal hyperfunction using summary features obtained from ambulatory monitor-
ing (Roy et al., 2013; Ghassemi et al., 2014), but these assessments were based on aggregates,
and were not designed to detect periods of hyperfunction. Glottal pulses obtained from the
ACC signal have a general shape that describes the acceleration of the vocal folds as they
vibrate to create airflow for voice production. Because ACC signals have only recently
become available, variations in the segmented pulses are not currently well-characterized.

Figure 1: A sustained vowel “a”, containing 10 peak-to-peak glottal pulses in 0.05 seconds.

3. Methods

To generate symbols for every subject-day tuple, we segmented each daily ACC signal
into non-overlapping frames to create a set of variable-length, peak-to-peak glottal pulse
segments. We then computed the pulse-to-pulse distance using a lower bounds to dynamic
time warping (DTW) distance, and created clusters iteratively as described below.

3.1 Glottal Pulse Symbolization

Segmentation We begin with the continuous univariate timeseries of a single subject’s
ACC recording on a given day (a “subject-day”). This signal x ∈ RT is a collection of
T samples, i.e. x = {x1, ..., xt, ..., xT }, in which measurements are regularly-sampled. We
split the ACC signals into individual glottal pulses by detecting characteristic peaks. Peak
detection involved 1) using an off-the-shelf peak detection algorithm (MATLAB) to make a
first guess at peak locations based on amplitude, and 2) using an estimate of the subject’s
underlying vocal pitch to correct missing and spurious peaks. After segmentation, we
have a vector of M daily glottal pulse segments, xseg = {(xt1 , ..., xt2), ..., (xt2M−1 , ..., xt2M )},
where t1, ..., t2M are increasing but not necessarily contiguous, so that 0 ≤ t1 ≤ ... ≤
t2M ≤ T . Notationally, we re-label this as xseg = {z1, ..., zM} where z1 = (xt1 , ..., xt2),
zM = (xt2M−1 , ..., xt2M ).

The amplitude of each glottal pulse was scaled to units of sound pressure decibels (db-
SPL) based on an estimated linear fitting between ACC signal units and average dbSPL
for the subject on that day to determine periods of voicing. The length of each individ-



ual segmented pulse varied; to compare all pulses, we length-normalized pulses by evenly
up-sampling all segments to the longest segment length.

Pulse-Pulse Distance Computation Silent segments were grouped by their length into
bins of 1 second, 1 minute, 10 minutes, and an hour or more.1 To account for the large
variation in subjects’ pattern of voice use across days (e.g., teachers typically spoke less on
weekends), we chose to examine each day separately. For each subject-day, we start with
the constructed vector xseg = {z1, ..., zM} and compute the distance between all pulses zi
and zj using the Keogh Bounds (LB Keogh) (Wang et al., 2013) as a surrogate for DTW.
LB Keogh is a tight lower bounds to DTW between a candidate signal C and query signal
Q, and is considerably more computationally efficient than DTW.

Symbolization for Symbolic Feature Creation We next used hierarchical clustering
with Ward’s linkage, which minimizes the total within-cluster variance, to cluster a ran-
domly selected initial subsample of 3,000 pulses per subject-day. We used a distance cutoff
of 30% of the maximum distance to determine k, the number of clusters. Having chosen k,
we then used iterative k-means to cluster all of the pulses z1, ..., zM . Each of the k clusters
can be considered as representing a class of glottal pulses whose members have a similar
shape. We label each of these classes with its centroid, and create a vector of length k of
symbolic features v for each subject-day, where v = {(s1, f1)..., (sk, fk)}, si is the ith class

centroid, and fi = |si|∑
j |sj |

. In creating v, we have now abstracted from a stream of millions

of glottal pulses into an finite alphabet of symbols with matching frequencies of occurrence.

Symbolic Mismatch Distance Measure Once symbolic features v were created for
each subject-day, we defined the overall distance measure between each pair of v’s as the
symbolic mismatch distance Dmismatch[i,j]. For subject-days vi and vj , Dmismatch[i,j] is the
aggregate sum of the weighted distance between class centroids.

Algorithm 1 Symbolic mismatch calculation between subject/day tuple pairs.

Input: Transformed data from subject/day tuples vi and vj
Output: Weighted distance between vi and vj

1: initialize W ← 0
2: for each sa ∈ vi do
3: for each sb ∈ vj do
4: W ← W + fa * fb * LB Keogh(sa, sb)
5: end for
6: end for
7: Dmismatch[i, j] ← W

3.2 Subject-Day Clustering and Evaluation

We evaluate a clustering of Q subject-days v1, ...,vQ across n clusters in two ways: class
concentration and subject concentration. For an individual cluster c with some num-
ber of total (subject-day, class label) pairs, i.e. suppose there are o pairs of them c =

1. A lot of any subject’s day is spent in silence; the amount varied from 86%-95%. The mean number of voiced
pulses per patient was 3,427,367.



{(v1, l1), ..., (vo, lo)}, class concentration is the cluster’s ratio of the dominant label to the
total number of in-cluster subject-days. Subject concentration is calculated similarly, but
we count v from the same subject only once. For example, suppose we have a cluster with
items c1 = {(v1−1, 0), (v2−1, 1), (v2−3, 1), (v3−1, 1), (v3−5, 1)}2, the class concentration would
be concclass = 4

1+4 and the subject concentration would be concsubj = 2
2+1 .

Total Concentration We define the total concentration for both metrics across clus-
ters as the weighted sum of all individual cluster concentrations. Specifically, for n clus-
ters c1 . . . cn with concentrations h1 . . . hn, total concentration is defined as total conc =∑n

i=1 hi ∗ |ci|. Note that when there are two classes, the total concentration can range
from [0.5, 1], since the least concentrated cluster possible is 0.5. To check statistical sig-
nificance, we tested the null hypothesis that the groupings obtained with Dmismatch were
different from a total concentration measure using random distances. We first define a
random distance metric (RRDM) by sampling random values uniformly as RRDM [i, j] =
U([0,max {Dmismatch}]), where max {Dmismatch} is the maximum distance seen from the
actual symbolic mismatch. We sampled distances for each subject/tuple pair vi and vj

5,000 times, and cluster those (random) values. We clustered the RRDM values to obtain
a distribution of total class concentration measures, fit an empirical CDF (ECDF) to these
values, and computed the probability (p) of a total class concentration value greater than
or equal to ours by chance (1− ECDF (concclass(Dmismatch))).

4. Experiments

4.1 Data

We considered 11 MTD patients with matched controls — a total of 22 subjects. Diagnoses
were based on evaluation by a laryngologist and speech-language pathologist. All patients
were treated with behavioral voice therapy, and each patient was recorded for a minimum of
six days both before and after undergoing treatment. This created a set of three categories
in our data:

• 11 pre-treatment MTD patients (PreTx),
• the same 11 patients after behavioral voice therapy (PostTx), and
• 11 control subjects matched for age, gender, and occupation (Control).

We used a neck-placed miniature accelerometer as a voice sensor and a smart phone as the
data acquisition platform (Mehta et al., 2012). The raw accelerometer signal was collected
at 11,025 Hz, 16-bit quantization, and 80-dB dynamic range in order to obtain neck skin
vibrations at frequencies up to 4,000 Hz. Our dataset contains 253 subject-days, corre-
sponding to over 110 million segmented pulses (details in Appendix A). Working with a
continuous ACC signal for each subject over the course of 7+ days yielded approximately
15 GB of data per subject.

4.2 Clinical Significance

We investigated the utility of our method in addressing three clinical questions:

2. Corresponding to subject 1-day 1 with label 0, subject 2-day 2 and subject 2-day 3 labeled 1, etc.



1. Can our features be used to diagnose MTD (PreTx vs. Control subject/-
days)? To address the first question, we performed an inter-subject comparison on
PreTx vs. Control subjects, where we clustered all pre-therapy subject-days and all
control subject-days. We did not expect a clean separation of all PreTx days from
Control days to occur, because many MTD patients have “good” days where their
voice use is like that of a vocally normal individual. Instead, our objective was to de-
termine if a clustering of Dmismatch could achieve a high concentration in the PreTx
vs. Control comparison (concclass(PreTx/Con)) that was significantly different from
those that could be obtained by chance.

2. Can we detect a treatment effect (paired PreTx vs. PostTx subject/days)?
To address the second question, we perform an intra-patient comparison on PreTx vs.
PostTx subjects where we performed clusterings on a patient-patient basis, (i.e., we
clustered all days, both pre and post treatment, on a patient-by-patient basis).

3. If our features can be used to detect treatment effect, is the effect to
move patients towards “normal” (PostTx vs. Control subject/days)? To
address this question, we performed an inter-subject clustering on the PostTx vs.
Control subjects, clustering all post-therapy subject-days and all control subject-
days. Our objective was to determine if this clustering would produce concentrations
(concclass(PostTx/Con)) which were not significantly different from those that could
be obtained by chance. This would indicate that patients are difficult to distinguish
from controls after they receive voice therapy.

4.3 Baseline Methods

Our symbolic features (SF) were compared over subject-days using symbolic mismatch to
generate a paired distance matrix, and the mismatch distance was clustered using hierarchi-
cal clustering and Ward’s linkage. We compared clusterings generated from our method to
clusterings from features generated by a recently proposed system for identifying adducted
hyperfunctional patients versus their matched controls (Ghassemi et al., 2014).

As in (Ghassemi et al., 2014), we windowed the regularly sampled x = {x1, ..., xt, ..., xT }
ACC signal into five-minute windows, computed the phonation frequency (f0) and acoustic
sound pressure level (SPL) of non-overlapping 50 millisecond frames within each window
(i.e., 6000 frames per window), and extracted statistical features of these acoustically in-
spired measures (e.g., the mean, skew, 5th percentile value, etc.). Each subject-day is a
feature matrix, where the number of features varied based on the amount of phonation
in each subject-day. We also removed the most correlated features, yielding a total of 22
features. Once generated for each subject-day, these generate a Vector of Acoustic Features
(VAF) that has multiple features summarizing a given subject-day tuple. We clustered
VAF vectors from all subject-day tuples using k-means clustering with a squared Euclidean
distance function.

While the VAF previously detected constantly-present pathology in adducted patients,
we theorized they would create many incorrectly labeled windows for clustering in the
periodically hyperfunctional MTD population. To address this, we took the feature-wise
mean over all five-minute windows for a single subject-day, to obtain Mean Acoustic Features
(MAF). These vectors were clustered with hierarchical clustering and Ward’s linkage.



We measured the total concentration in all clusterings as described in 3.2. For inter-
subject comparisons, we investigated the sensitivity of our method and the baselines by
varying the number of clusters in the final grouping (n) from 2 to 40; for the intra-subject
comparisons we varied n from 2 to 10.

5. Results

5.1 Control vs. PreTx Subjects - Potential for ambulatory screening tool

After performing clustering on all subject-day pairs from Control and PreTx subjects into 18
clusters, we obtained a total class concentration measure of 0.70. As shown in Figure 2, using
the RRDM clustering comparison, the difference between the PreTx and Control groups
were statistically significant at p < 0.001. There were a total of 135 subject/days in the
comparison, and no cluster had data from only a single subject (total subject concentration
measure of 0.65). Given the intermittent nature of voice misuse, it is reasonable that some
days from PreTx patients cluster with Controls.

(a) Clustering of PreTx vs. Control subject-days (b) Result vs. RRDM ECDF

Figure 2: We show a) the results of symbolic mismatch clustering of the control subject-days
versus the PreTx subject-days (18 clusters, class concentration = 0.70) and b) the
empirical CDF of the 5,000 RRDM clusterings versus our experimental results
(p = 0.001). As shown in b), Controls and PreTx patients were significantly
different.

5.2 PreTx vs. PostTx Subjects - Vocal therapy effect in pairs

We investigated if voice therapy had an effect that could be detected in our framework by
using an intra-subject comparison on a patient-patient basis, so that all days from a patient
pre-treatment were compared all days from the same patient post-treatment. As shown
in Table 1, the results vary for each patient, with some demonstrating more post-therapy
differences than others. One possible explanation for a smaller intra-subject concentration



is that improved vocal behavior for a particular subject was observable during a smaller
time scale than we examined (e.g., better behavior during their evenings).

Table 1: Total concentration of per-patient PreTx vs. PostTx with three clusters. Concen-
trations that passed the empirical RRDM significance of p < 0.01 are highlighted
with **, and those with p < 0.05 are marked with *.

F023 F027 F040 F048 F052 F064 F069 F071 F100 M035 M074

0.73 0.65 0.81* 1.0** 0.63 0.69 0.67 1.0** 0.86* 0.57 0.79

5.3 Control vs. PostTx Subjects - Therapy moves subjects toward “normal”

(a) Clustering of PostTx vs. Control subject-days (b) Result vs. RRDM ECDF

Figure 3: We show a) the results of symbolic mismatch clustering of the control subject-
days versus the PostTx subject-days and b) the empirical CDF of 5,000 random
distance clusterings versus our experimental results. PostTx subject-days were
not significantly different from the control group, suggesting that voice therapy
does indeed move patients toward vocal normalcy.

As shown in Figure 3, after clustering the PostTx patients and Control subjects, we
obtained a total class concentration of 0.63, and a subject concentration of 0.60. There
was no statistically significant difference between these clustering and clusterings of the
RRDM distances (p = 0.56). In this clustering of the 139 total days, PostTx patients only
enrich a few clusters, and many clusters are evenly class-balanced. This suggests that our
method is picking up changes caused by voice therapy, and that these changes are in the
right direction.

5.4 Sensitivity Analysis of Clustering Across Baselines and Clusters

After successfully demonstrating differences in PreTx vs. Control subjects-days, and show-
ing that PostTx subject-days are like those of the Controls, we examined the ability of our



symbolic features (SF) to perform under varying numbers of clusters as compared to other
methods (VAF and MAF).

We first computed the concentration values for which RRDM passes the p < 0.01 signifi-
cance level; our SF features should ideally keep the total concentration of the PreTx/Control
clustering over p < 0.01, and the PostTx/Control clustering under p < 0.01 to demonstrate
that there are consistent differences from the Control subject-days in the PreTx group that
are not present in the PostTx group after therapy. As shown in Figure 4, the inter-subject
class concentration increases as the number of clusters grows. The Vector Acoustic Fea-
tures (VAF) perform worst, followed by the Mean Acoustic Features (MAF). The MAF
PreTx-Con nears statistical significance. With our method (SF) PreTx-Con clusterings are
significant at the 0.05 level on all but the very first clusters. We also have the PreTx and
PostTx group separate when more than 5 clusters are used, and the separation passes the
RRDM p < 0.01 significance level. Specific clustering results for n = 18 (d = 0.116) are
presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.3.3

Figure 4: The sensitivity of inter-subject clustering results for VAF, MAF and SF methods.
The PreTx group is consistently more concentrated than the PostTx group for
all methods, but only our method demonstrates the SF PreTx/Control clustering
passing statistical significance.

6. Discussion and Related Work

In this work we used unsupervised machine learning to analyze a novel clinical data set
containing long-term time-series data. Prior work with ACC data has focused on targeted
feature extraction for supervised classification of subjects (Ghassemi et al., 2014). However,
supervised learning is a poor method for detecting differences in the vocal behavior MTD

3. The distance between the the PreTx and PostTx concentrations was maximized in our method when 24 clusters
were used (total class concentration difference = 0.124). However, n = 18 minimized the number of clusters over
the maximum concentration difference d = concclass(PreTx/Con) − concclass(PostTx/Con), such that d was
not significantly lower than the absolute max

n
(d).



patients, because people with MTD do not always speak in a disordered way, and there is
no standard for labeling individual glottal pulses as disordered.

Our method differs from other recent work in three key ways: 1) We segment individual
glottal pulses from the ACC signal rather than taking the traditional fixed-width frames;
2) We directly judge the relevance of a particular segmented item in our set by its morphol-
ogy rather than using transforms derived from expert knowledge; and 3) We summarize a
subject-day using a weighted sum over paired sets of morphological symbols and frequencies
rather than a large set of features, or simple aggregates. From a clinical perspective, our
results demonstrate that an ACC signal can be used to detect a difference in the vocal
behavior of patients and controls. We also showed that vocal therapy has a measurable
impact on patient behaviors.

Time-series symbolization (Lin et al., 2003) and symbolic representation for time se-
ries based on sequence shape (Patel et al., 2002) have previously been used to find time
series motifs. Symbolization of segmented ECG data was used for supervised risk stratifica-
tion (Syed et al., 2007) and assessing the clinical utility of expert-annotated heartbeats (Li
and Clifford, 2012). Unlike this prior work, we do not use symbolized distances as part of
a supervised learning regime. Instead, we use these distances to represent using a set of
prototypes based on density (Lughofer, 2008).

More complex generative models have recently been developed for physiological prob-
lems, e.g., a multi-level latent model to learning individual and population level traits from
clinical temporal data (Saria et al., 2012) and incorporating multiple time series (Saria
et al., 2010). Symbolization is particularly attractive for developing clinical markers, since
symbols are fast to extract and compare (Syed and Guttag, 2011), and variations in glottal
pulse shape based on voice quality may be detectable with symbolization (Laver, 1980).

Our work is the first large scale study of vocal misuse based on long-term ambulatory
data with over 100 million segments corresponding to glottal pulses from 253 subject-days
of data. The long-term goal of this multi-disciplinary project is to build a non-invasive
ambulatory system that could be used to 1) diagnose voice disorders, 2) assess the impact
of voice therapy, and 3) help facilitate the adoption of more normal vocal behaviors by
providing biofeedback.
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Appendix A. Data and Pre-processing Details

When we performed inter-subject comparisons, we used zero-mean, unit-variance amplitude
normalization of ACC segments during the pre-processing phase. We did this because the
habitual non-hyperfunctional volume level varies for individuals, especially in inter-gender
comparisons. In intra-patient comparisons, however, we left segments scaled to daily dbSPL
estimates, since we hypothesized that intra-patient comparisons would benefit from using
the volume information to determine if an individual’s own habitual loudness was affected
by treatment. We provide a listing of data obtained for the cohort in Table 2.



Table 2: Subjects IDs are identified by their Normal or Patient status (both PreTx and
PostTx), then by their gender (‘M’ale or ‘F’emale), and finally by a unique three
digit record number.

Days Segments (Millions)
ID N Pre Post N Pre Post

A F023 8 8 7 4.9 7.4 5.8
B F027 8 8 9 5.8 3.2 4.6
C F040 8 7 9 4.6 2.6 2.3
D F048 8 6 9 5.5 2.3 3.6
E F052 9 10 9 2.6 4.3 2.2
F F064 7 7 6 1.9 2.5 2.5
G F069 7 8 7 3.2 3.0 3.2
H F071 8 6 8 3.4 2.0 2.0
I F100 7 7 7 4.0 4.1 3.2
J M035 8 8 7 3.6 3.0 4.0
K M074 8 7 7 2.5 0.9 1.8
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